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trait of enjoyment in learning makes me cer-
tain of eventual success. iJD.
Thankyou,]enny, for sharing your valuable

training ideas. Sometimes one needs to step
back and use a new approach, and you have
done just that!
—Ann Shinkle,
annshinkle@ao1. com
Curly-Coated Retriever Club of America
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Golden Retrievers
INTERNATIONAL GOLDEN RESCUE

here is growing concern within the dog-
owning community over rescued dogs

imported from Europe and other foreign
countries. Many bring with them a numberof
highly communicable canine diseases, such as
brucellosis, canine influenza, rabies, and
heartworm. One young dog imported from
South Korea was infected with the Asian-1
strain of canine distemper, a Virus hitherto
unseen in the US. It is suspected that the
infected animal was rescued from a Korean
dog meat farm, one of many that supply dog
meat markets in South Korea and other Asian
countries.
Thousands of dogs, purebreds as well as

strays, are brutally slaughtered annually to
support the dog meat industry, with Golden
Retrievers among those victims. One rescue

Golden Retriever

organization in Florida is working to save as

many Goldens as possible from the plight of
the Korean dogs.
Since 2015, the Golden Retriever Rescue of

Southwest Florida (GRRSFVV) has imported 4-4

Goldens from South Korea. Mark Dahlberg,
GRRSWF international rescue coordinator,
has personallypicked up each of those dogs
from three Florida airports. “Prior to 2015, I
was unaware of the local South Korean animal

rescue efforts. I did not understand the depth of
the animal cruelty crisis or the dedication of
those working to eradicate it.”
Mr. Dahlberg discovered those rescue efforts

through a chance encounter on social media
that ultimately led to almost-daily communi-
cation between Dahlberg and the South
Korean rescue groups.
Some of the rescued dogs are found in situa-

tions similar to dogs here, surrendered by their
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owners, strays living on the streets, or barely
surviving in rudimentary shelters that border
on inhumane. Others are rescued from the
dog-meat industry. Rescue volunteers foster as
many dogs as possible, some in homes and
others in kennels.All the dogs receive veteri-
nary eare while waiting for flight arrange-
ments to the United States, and all are issued
the necessary health certificates before they
leave the country. Flight arrangements can
take up to several months and can cost up to
$1,200. GRRSWF relies heavily on donations
and sponsors to meet that cost.
Upon arrival here, the dogs are transported

to Angel Animal Hospital in North Naples for
a complete wellnesscheck. Once cleared, they
are placed with families on the rescue waiting
list.

“Many communities throughout Southwest
Florida have weeklyfarmers markets,”
Dahlberg said, “and the same is true about
towns and cities in South Korea. The differ-
ence, however, is that dogs and dog meat are
available in the overseasvenues. The cruelty
imparted on these helpless pups is beyond
written description.” His hope is that through
socialmedia and the ease of international
travel, “the next generation of South Koreans
realize that this practice no longer has a place
in the 21st century.”
GRRSWF rescue president, Alesia Griffith, AKC
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